“SAY NO TO CORRUPTION”

The Rally against Corruption was organized by the NSS unit of Loyola College on 09th Dec. 2014 at Marina Beach. The rally started at Light house and ended at Gandhi statue.

Mr. V. Balakrishnan, I.P.S. Deputy Commissioner of Police, Mylapore inaugurated the rally and Rev. Dr. G. Joseph Antony Samy, S.J. gave a thoughtful presidential address on anti-corruption and created awareness to the participants of the rally. He inspired the participants of the rally citing the great Tamil poet, Thiru Pattukottai Kalyanasundaram and his famous lyric “Thirudanaai parthu thirundhavittal thiruttai ozhikka mudiyathu”.

Mr. V. Balakrishnan said “Even though this rally is initiated by a small group of students, it has more impact on the society, and said the rally was a good start for a big change among people from all walks of life. He also said that this rally is like cyclone in the Bay of Bengal and it will create an impact in the minds of the young and also our Nation”. In addition, he also stressed the need to abstain from giving or getting bribe to get the work done. The programme was coordinated well by Dr D. Robert Selvam and other NSS Programme officers of Loyola College.

Despite the inclement weather, Fr. Principal urged that the rally be continued. As expected, the public in the Marina Beach cheered the rally and wished that the motto of the rally “Acting against Corruption” comes true.